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Extraordinary People
BEFORE YOU READ:
SOUND SPELLINGS:  
The target sound spellings are Long E spelled EO - people, and Long E spelled IE - chief, 
brief, field, grief, shriek, shield, yield, belief, achieve, relief.

SNAPWORDS®: LIST E: different, whole. 

SUFFIXES: ARY words: voluntary, necessary, momentary, ordinary, imaginary. 
ITY words: majority, ability, activity. TY words: loyalty, specialty. The ARY suffix means  
"relating to or for the purpose of." Momentary means in the moment. Imaginary is what 
one imagines. The ITY suffix means " the state of being something." Ability means able 
to do something. Activity is doing something active. The TY suffix means "a condition." 
Loyalty means being loyal. Specialty is being special at something. 

PREVIEW: Scan the story, searching for SnapWords®, suffixes, and sound spelling words.

WHILE YOU READ:
a. Ask the children to close their eyes and “see” the action as they read each page.
b. They may use scratch paper to record names of characters as you read.
c. Have them practice retelling the story to a partner.

AFTER YOU READ - COMPREHENSION QUESTIONS:
1. Where is Malala from?
2. How did life change when the Taliban came to her town? 
3. How did Malala react to being attacked?
4. How was Malala honored for her work as an advocate?

1. Pakistan. 2. They made rules saying there was no TV, no music, and no school for girls. 
3. It made her stronger and more determined to speak out more. Her fear was gone. 
4. She was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize when she was 17.
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Malala Yousafzai was an ordinary girl living 
in Pakistan. Her father opened a school for 
girls so Malala could go to school. Then, 
the Taliban took over their whole town and 
made different rules: No TV, no playing of 
music, and no school for girls.
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The majority of people in the world felt grief 
about the attack on Malala. Different people 
began to listen to her.

When she recovered, Malala didn’t yield to 
fear. She said, “The terrorists thought they 
could stop me, but nothing changed in my 
life except this: weakness and fear died. 
Strength, power, and courage were born.”
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